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Poetry in Oregon
Poems were sung in this part of North America
twelve thousand years ago, before the great flood
that carved out the Columbia Gorge. More recently,
in the 1840s, the first texts printed in the Oregon
Territory were missionary translations into Lapwai.
Poetry collections soon followed, and have been
published in every decade since the 1850s.
This selection of fifty or so items from Brian
Booth’s magnificent Oregon literature collection
presents key texts from every one of those decades.
The Watzek Library’s two previous exhibits from
the Booth Collection were focused on individual
writers: on Albany College graduate Lucille/Alan
Hart, and on the poet printers of Waldport’s CPS
camp for conscientious objectors.
This exhibit has a broader scope, covering poetry
collections with an Oregon connection from the
earliest days to the 1960s. In the middle of the
twentieth century the West Coast began to be a
magnet for poets, from Washington to San Francisco. Between these two centers, Oregon was
home to its own flourishing poetic scene. A small
part of Brian Booth’s Oregon collection is represented here.
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The Nineteenth Century
The poems in these volumes show many influences (for example Browning
and Tennyson, and the American Transcendentalists) and cover an impressive range of topics. We find devotional poems alongside meditations on family and on the natural world, and more regional pioneer subjects such as the
wagon trails, the opening of new territory, and praise of rivers, waterfalls,
and forests. The volumes are often carefully printed, and frequently bound in
decorative gold-stamped cloth.
 Fuller, Frances A. and Metta Victoria. Poems of Sentiment and Imagination. New York:
A. S. Barnes & Co., Publishers, 1851. This
volume was apparently written by Frances
Fuller (later famous as Frances Fuller Victor) with her sister Metta Victoria in Ohio
when both were teenagers, before her move
to Oregon. Celebrated as the author of
many non-fiction titles, Frances Fuller Victor later published The New Penelope and
Other Stories and Poems (1877), and Poems
(1900). After the death of her husband,
Henry C. Victor, a naval engineer, in the
sinking of the Pacific in 1875, she wrote
(with too little credit and reward) large
parts of the thirty-nine volumes edited by
Hubert Howe Bancroft: History of the Northwest Coast (1884), History of
Oregon (1886, 1888), History of California (volumes 6 and 7, 1890), History of Washington, Idaho, and Montana (1890), and History of Nevada, Colorado, and Wyoming (1890). She died in Portland in 1902.
 Miller, Cincinnatus H. (Joaquin). Joaquin, et al. Portland, OR: S. J.
McCormick, Publisher, 1869. Ownership inscription: “Jennie Steen Florence”. Joaquin Miller was the most prolific Oregon poet of the nineteenth century, with around twenty-five titles to his credit. The first of
these was Specimens (1868), followed one year later by Joaquin, et Al., ex8

hibited here. Miller paid $192, a significant sum
in 1869, for its printing, and a further $100 “to
have it fancily bound.” Its edition size was 500,
the selling price $1.00. Both books were printed
by George H. Himes, later curator of the Oregon
Historical Society Museum: “Miller didn’t write
a readable hand and I would have to guess a
great deal.” Himes records that in 1872 the
McCormick store burned, destroying half the
stock of Joaquin, et Al. He also noted, “Had I supposed that Miller would achieve world-wide
fame as a poet when I was setting up his
wretched manuscript I would have saved the original of Joaquin, et Al. It
would have been a treasure now, gifted as he proved to be.”
S. J. McCormick described himself in 1870 as having been since 1851 an
importer and dealer in books, stationery, toys, music, and newspapers,
from his “fire-proof brick building” at 103 Front Street, Portland, which
he had also trademarked at the “Santa Claus Headquarters.” He had been
publisher for seventeen years of McCormick’s Almanac, and of the Portland Directory for eight years. He was the printer of the Oregon Business
Directory and State Gazeteer in 1873.
Miller was born in Indiana and came to Oregon as a teenager in 1854. He
spent the next three years mining in northern California. Between 1857
and 1870 he attended college in Eugene, Oregon, practiced law in Idaho,
rode the Pony Express from Washington to Idaho, edited newspapers in
Eugene, planted the first orchard in eastern Oregon, and served as a judge
in Grant County. Married after a three-day courtship in 1862 to Minnie
Myrtle Dyer, “poetess of the Coquille,” he fulfilled his prophecy (“Oh, to
what else but ruin and regret could such romantic folly lead”) in their
divorce in 1870 that left her with three children.
With his two Portland publications behind him, he traveled to Scotland,
where he knelt at the grave of Robert Burns, and to London, where a
hundred copies of Miller’s third collection, Pacific Poems, were printed at
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the author’s expense in 1871. A fourth volume, Songs of the Sierras, was
published by Longman’s in London and New York in the same year, with
Canadian and London reprints in the next two years, and a Boston reprint in 1874. He was suddenly famous, and in the next ten years traveled on the Continent and to the Near East before settling in New York.
At the close of the century he filed newspaper reports from the Klondyke
and from the Boxer Rebellion in China, and in 1905 was prominent at the
Lewis and Clark Centennial Exposition in Portland, where the souvenir
book shows him, in the words of Alfred Powers, “in his flowing hat, long
hair, boots and Prince Albert coat, with one hand in his pocket and the
other resting on the neck of one of Homer Davenport’s Arabian horses.”
He died in 1913.
 Cooke, Belle W. Tears and Victory, and
Other Poems. Salem, OR: E. M. Waite, Book
and Job Printer, 1871. This appears to be her
only publication. The manuscript of a second volume of poems was lost in the San
Francisco fire. Powers quotes the rather disparaging review of the book in Bret Harte’s
Overland Monthly for December 1871: “This
is a home production; as such, it is deserving of pleasant mention. The printing, material, and binding of this volume are all
good. When we have said this, we have exhausted about all we have to say. There is
something of fluency, something of prettiness, in some of the verses; but there is a
very little of poetry. It is merely a simulation, a counterfeit, of true poetry. Occasionally there flits a pleasing
fancy, a felicitous expression, a pretty poetic effect; but it proves an
ignis-fatuus, a meteoric flash; yet who knows but these hints of genius
may prove buds of promise? The fair authoress betrays a little secret in
the following stanza on ‘Thoughts’.
But often when I please myself the best
My wildwood path has oft before been tried.”
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Born Isabella Walker in 1834, she came to Oregon in 1851, and after her
marriage to Joseph Cooke lived in Salem for thirty years, teaching school
and writing for the Oregonian. Her home was open to such writers as
Frances Fuller Victor, Joaquin Miller, and his wife Minnie Myrtle Miller.
After the Millers’ divorce, Belle Cooke took responsibility for their
daughter, Maud. Miller had proposed that they should publish a joint
volume, but Cooke chose to publish separately in 1871. The result was
a beautiful volume, but its author found little of the acclaim that came
to Miller. Her volume was well received by Abigail Scott Duniway and
John Greenleaf Whittier, and her hometown Salem Mercury, while criticizing her inclusion of a civil war poem, ended by praising the volume: “Aside from the partisan passages and allusions the book contains, we take pleasure in pronouncing it a work of no ordinary merit.
Mrs. Cooke may justly be ranked a poetess of no mean talents. If we
cannot commend her judgment we must at least grant that she is not
without poetic genius, and that her integrity evinces culture and literary ability.” The printer E. M. Waite was the first postmaster of Silver
Creek, Oregon, from November 16, 1854. He was the printer of the
Salem Directory for 1871 and 1874.
 Woodward, Henry H. Lyrics of the Umpqua.
New York: John B. Alden, Publisher, 1889.
Powers lists an edition of 1900. A British-born
mariner, Woodward left the sea in 1850 at the
age of twenty-four. After service in the rogue
Indian wars, he settled first on the Coquille,
and later moved to Roseburg. His first book
of poems, The Pioneer’s Offering (two parts,
1867), received mixed reviews. His second
collection was published in England in 1875,
to be followed fourteen years later by the volume exhibited here, his last publication.
Ingrid Wendt and Primus St. John say of this
volume that it “ranges in topic from religion, the geology of Douglas
County, and various social ills, to numerous elegies for comrades fallen
during the Indian campaigns.” Woodward died in 1915.
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 Eckerson, Major Theo. J. When My Ship
Comes In! and other Rhymes of Camp and
Hearth. Portland, OR: Press of F.W. Baltes
and Company, 1891. Second thousand.
Ownership inscription: “Alma Raleigh”.
This owner may be the Alma married to
Albert E. Raleigh of 689 Glisan Street, Portland. He was born in Oregon in 1855 and
buried in St. Mary’s Pioneer Cemetery soon
after his death on November 24, 1897.
Alma’s dates of birth and death are not recorded. Eckerson served as an officer in
Oregon’s early years, and returned to the
state in his retirement. In 1903 his poem “Oregon” became part of the
Lewis and Clark monument, but his one collection has no poems about
Oregon. This volume had a first edition in 1881, with a second of ten
years later, shown here. The prefatory notes contain his modest estimate of the collection: “These rhymes are now, at the request of friends
whose judgment is perhaps warped by their partiality, thrown together
in their present form. Criticism upon these effusions is not invited, as
no poetic merit whatever is claimed for them. They are simply rhymes
jotted down from time to time, and extending over many years.”

The Twentieth Century
In this century a distinctive Northwest voice begins to emerge, marked by
clean imagery, spare writing, close observation of nature, and a conversational manner. The cloth volumes now frequently wear dust jackets, often
beautifully designed, and the collection also contains remarkable hand-printing in the tradition of William Morris—the outstanding examples being the
volumes by Loyd Haberly and C. E. S. Wood. In addition to these two poets,
significant work was published by Hazel Hall, H. L. Davis, Carolyn Kizer,
and Raymond Carver. The exhibit includes work by three Oregon poets laureate, Edwin Markham, Ethel Romig Fuller, and William Stafford, and by eight
distinguished figures associated with Reed College: Loyd Haberly, Lloyd
Reynolds, Mary Barnard, Kenneth Hanson, Laurence Pratt, Lew Welch, Philip
Whalen, and Gary Snyder.
 Brown, Valentine. Poems. Portland, OR:
1900. Title page dedication to A. F. Flegel “as
a token of friendship.” Inscriptions: “Presented To Schiller B. Herman by the author
Valentine Brown May 15, 1917” “Laurie
Watkins” “Presented to Senator Flegel by
Laurie 5-14-65 Happy Birthday”. A. F. Flegel
stood unsuccessfully for Portland City
Council in the 1905 General Election. Al
Flegel was elected to the Oregon State Senate as a Democrat in the 4th District in 1964.
Born in 1862 in northeast Portland, Brown
published this, his first book, in 1900. He
spent his early years in a variety of jobs, including printer’s devil, mariner, railway mail clerk, and real estate speculator, losing his entire capital in the crash of 1893. He then entered law
school at the University of Oregon, and spent the remainder of his life as
an attorney. His other volumes of poetry are Armageddon, a long blank
verse poem (1902), The Chieftain and Satires (1903), Tales and Other Verse
(1904, described below), and Aidenn Triumphant (1917). He died in 1926.
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 Victor, Frances Fuller. Poems.
Author ’s Edition. [Portland, OR:
Howe, Davis & Kilham,] 1900. Ownership inscription: “W. A. Morris
Portland, Or. Nov. 11, 1902”. William
Alfred Morris, Northwest historian,
and a colleague with Frances Fuller
(Victor) as editor of Bancroft’s histories, is quoted by Powers as saying
of her that “By her death there was
removed the most versatile figure in
Pacific Coast literature.” This 1900
volume was this prolific historian’s
last published work, and her third
volume of poems. Her earliest collection, published jointly with her
sister Metta, is the first volume in this
exhibit.
 Higginson, Ella. The Voice of AprilLand And Other Poems. New York and
London: The Macmillan Co., 1903. In
addition to her poetry, Ella
Higginson published a number of
prose volumes, including short stories, novels, and non-fiction. Her poetry collections include A Bunch of
Western Clover (1894), From the Land
of the Snow Pearls (1897), When the
Birds Go North Again (1898), The Voice
of April-Land (1903; Powers lists an
edition of 1906), and The Vanishing
Race and Other Poems (1908).
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 Brown, Valentine. Tales and Other Verse. Portland, OR: [The author,]
1904. The prize for honesty in a preface surely goes to this collection,
entirely hand set by the poet:
“With this, my fourth volume completed, my verse is placed in book form. The
writing and type setting of these volumes cover a period of twenty years, and
the four books contain about nine hundred pages of verse.
. . . I have worked earnestly, catered to nobody, have not subscribed to a clipping bureau, nor courted favor of reviewers;
have tried many kinds of verse and written some
I like to read.
All my books were written by me because I enjoyed the occupation; they were placed in type by
me for the reason I could not procure a publisher;
they were bound as they appear because my pocket
book was limited, and for the reason they would
not sell they were given away.
As the author is imperfect they are imperfect,
and without excuse for errors, defects, lack of
art and erudition, expressing no opinion, except, that Armageddon is the best and Ginszig
the worst of my productions, I give them all to you, dear people.
. . . As I set this type, composing as I go, even as much of my verse was
composed while in the process of being placed in book form, I look upon the
spiders in my retreat, and desire to linger in their company awhile, for their
presence is more desirable than the company of human strangers; and, perhaps, sometime you will receive another book, dear people. . . .
Brown’s previous books of poetry were Poems (1900) also on exhibit,
Armageddon (1902), and The Chieftain and Satires (1903). The 1904 volume was followed at a long interval by Aidenn Triumphant (1917).
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 Eberhard, E. E. Champoeg and Other Poems. Chicago: Authors’ and Writers’
Union, 1904. Copyright 1903. Inscription:
“A Present from The Author E E Eberhard
March 1st 1925”.

 Reed, John. Tamburlaine and Other Verses.
Riverside, CT: Hillacre, 1917. “50 copies
were printed on Nordeling hand-made paper, 450 on Utopian laid paper, this copy
being one of the 450.” Celebrated as the author of Ten Days that Shook the World, Reed
achieved international fame for his role in
the Russian Revolution of 1917, even featuring (with his wife Louise Bryant) as the
central character in a Hollywood blockbuster, Warren Beatty’s Reds (1981).
Tamburlaine was the second of his two poetry collections, the first being Sangar
(1912). His collected poems, edited by
Corliss Lemont, appeared in 1985.

 Markham, Edwin. The Man with the Hoe
and Other Poems. Garden City and New
York: Doubleday, Page and Company,
1916. Inscription: “Whose was the hand
that slanted back this brow? Edwin
Markham Nov. 1916.” Advertisement leaf
laid in for two later Markham poetry
books from the same publisher: Lincoln
and The Shoes of Happiness. This includes
praise from reviewers including William Dean Howells (“Excepting
always my dear Whitcomb Riley, Edwin Markham is the first of the
Americans.”) and Joaquin Miller (“Markham’s The Man with the Hoe
is the whole Yosemite—the thunder, the might, the majesty.”). Despite having left Oregon at the age of five,
Markham was still chosen by his peers in
Oregon as the state’s poet laureate, serving from 1921 till his death in 1940. When
young, he worked as a farmhand in California, eventually rising to be Superintendent of Schools in San Jose. Moving to
New York, he wrote thousands of poems
on working-class themes, becoming famous for “The Man with the Hoe,” based
on a picture by Millet. He founded the Poetry Society of America, and on his eightieth birthday attended a celebration in his
honor at Carnegie Hall to which thirtyfive nations sent representatives.

 Euwer, Anthony. The Limeratomy. New
York: James B. Pond, 1917. Inscription:
“When next you get the grippe – cut the
doctor and read this! T. Elizabeth
Livingstone Greene with many good
wishes from Anthony Euwer. New York
Nov 25 / 1919.” Anthony Euwer was
gifted as writer of light verse as well as
an illustrator in the comic tradition of Max
Beerbohm, though he has also won praise
as an artist in watercolors and oils. His
seven poetry collections are Rickety
Rhymes and Rigmarole (1902), Christopher
Cricket on Cats (1907), Rhymes of Our Valley (1916), The Limeratomy (1917), Wings
and Other War Rhymes (1918), By Scarlet Torch and Blade: Rhymes of
Our Valley and Other Poems (1923), with another edition from Metropolitan Press, Portland, in 1935, and The Friendly Firs (1931).
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 Field, Sara Bard. The Vintage Festival. San
Francisco: The Book Club of California, 1920.
No. 466 of 500 copies. Inscribed: “To Hazel Hall,
who writes of Sorrow, this little book which is
a record of Joy–Sorrow’s child–Sara Bard Field.
Christmas 1921.” Best remembered now as the
companion and later wife of C. E. S. Wood at
Los Gatos, after The Vintage Festival Field published Pale Woman (1929), Vineyard Voices (1930),
Barabbas (1932), Darkling Plain (1936), and a Selected Poems, shared with C. E. S. Wood (1937).
Her Collected Poems were published in 1949. The
inscription to Hazel Hall brings together two
outstanding poetic spirits.
 Hall, Hazel. Curtains. New York: John Lane
Company; London: John Lane, the Bodley
Head, 1921. Inscription: “Gladly inscribed to
Frederic W. Skiff. Hazel Hall 1922”. After Curtains, she published two other collections,
Walkers (1923), listed below, and Cry of Time
(1928). Her Collected Poems, edited by John
Witte, were published by Oregon State University Press in 2000. A seamstress for the
whole of her short life (1886-1924), her poems
have the meticulous delicacy of fine needlework, and are notable for their simplicity and
grace of language.
Frederick Woodward Skiff, to whom this volume and Walkers (1923) were inscribed, studied accounting at Yale, and
served in that profession throughout his life. Moving to Portland in 1905,
he purchased materials relating to the settlement of the West, ending with
one of the greatest collections ever assembled of Western Americana, furniture, china, pewter, guns, prints, paintings, etchings, and books. After his
death in 1947, his library was sold at auction by Butterfield & Butterfield.
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 Parsons, Mable Holmes. Pastels and Silhouettes. Boston, MA: The Stratford Company, 1921. Ownership inscription:
“Mable Holmes Parsons.” Mable Holmes
Parsons published a second volume of
poetry, Listener’s Room (Portland, OR:
Binfords & Mort, 1940). She was professor of English at the University of Oregon
from 1912, having earlier pursued the
varied careers of opera singer, stock broker, and magazine editor.
 Hall, Hazel.
Walkers. New
York:
Dodd,
Mead and Company, 1923. Includes
publisher’s postcard advertisement. Inscription: “F. W. Skiff With best wishes, Hazel Hall”.
See entry for Curtains (1921). Inscribed copies
of Curtains and Walkers were offered together
as lot 1774 at the Butterfield & Butterfield Skiff
sale of September 18, 1947. The sale catalog
recorded thirtyone items by
Joaquin Miller,
and thirteen by Edwin Markham, among authors shown in this exhibit.
 Davies, Mary Carolyn. Penny Show. Illustrated by Herbert E. Fouts. New York:
Henry Harrison, 1927. Her other publications include Drums in Our Street: War Poems (1918), Youth Riding (1919), The Skyline
Trail (1924), and Picture, Verse and Song
(1925). She was adopted into the Blackfeet
Indian tribe in 1919.
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 Fuller, Ethel Romig. White Peaks and Green. Chicago and New York:
Willet, Clark and Colby, 1928. Ownership label on inside of front cover
reads: “From the Library of GRACE O. STRAHAN Manzanita, Oregon”.
Inscriptions: “to me – April 3, 1973 Danaé A. Livesay” and “For my
friend, Virginia Baeou – Cordially Ethel Romig Fuller” and “(Poet Laureate of Oregon until her death)”. The volume also contains the following poem, handwritten by the author:
“I’ll not remember you for wisdom
though you are erudite –
Nor for your hands like brave birds
In slow and lovely flight.
Nor for your thoughts, your phrases
Piquant, picturesque.
But for the bowls of wild flowers
always on your desk.
Ethel Romig Fuller was Poetry Editor of the Oregonian from 1940 to
1965, and poet laureate of the state
from 1957 to 1965, following soon
after Ben Hur Lampmann, first official laureate from 1951 to 1954.

ing at his own Attic
Press, and many of
his works were
printed by leading
exponents of fine
printing. His collections of poetry and
dramatic prose include A Masque of
Love (1904), The
Sleeping Princess
(1915), The Poet in the Desert (1915), Maia (1918), Circe (1919), Poems
from the Ranges (1929), and Sonnets to Sappho (1939), listed below. His
house was a gathering place for many important writers and artists,
including painter Childe Hassam, but his first marriage did not survive the pressures placed on it, and he moved to Los Gatos, California,
with poet Sara Bard Field. The comment of Alfred Powers is a tribute
to Wood’s magnetic personality: “No attitude of the city has ever graced
it more than its refusal to withdraw the respect, admiration and affection in which it had held him for so long.” He is the subject of a 1991
biography by his son, Erskine Wood, and of a study by Tim Barnes and
Edwin Bingham, Wood Works: The Life and Writings of Charles Erskine
Scott Wood (Oregon State University Press, 1997).

A highly distinctive personality, the poet, satirist, essayist, and painter
C. E. S. Wood dominated Portland’s intellectual and social life in the
early years of the twentieth century. He experimented with hand-print-

This volume’s first owner, Albert Maurice Bender (1866-1941), a civic
leader in San Francisco, was a noted book and art collector and friend
of many artists. His papers reside in the Department of Special Collections, Stanford University. The tribute to Bender by Monroe E. Deutsch,
Saint Albert of San Francisco, was privately printed for the Roxburghe
Club of San Francisco by the Grabhorn Press in 1955. The Grabhorn
Press, one of this country’s premier creators of fine printing, flourished
from 1919 to 1965. It was founded in San Francisco by the Grabhorn
brothers, Edwin (who ran the press and fed the blank sheets), and Robert (who set the pages of type). The press is described in Ward Richie’s
Of Bookmen and Printers: A Gathering of Memories (Los Angeles: Dawson’s
Book Shop, 1989).
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 Wood, Charles Erskine Scott. Poems from the Ranges. San Francisco:
The Lantern Press, Gelber-Lilienthal, Inc., 1929. “Printed by the
Grabhorn Press, San Francisco, 1929. The frontispiece designed and
cut on wood by Ray Boynton. This edition consists of 50 copies on
handmade paper, signed and numbered 1 to 50 and 450 copies numbered 51 to 500. This is copy No. 203.” Inscription: “Albert Bender with
the best wishes of his friend the Author – 1929 –”.

 Corning, Howard McKinley. The Mountain in the Sky. Portland, OR: Metropolitan
Press, 1930. Inscription: “Walter Evans Kidd
– poet, friend, and critic.–Howard
McKinley Corning. ‘He knew Himself to
build the lofty rhyme.’ August 13, 1931”
Walter E. Kidd wrote under the pseudonym
Conrad Pendleton, for whom see the entry
for 1956. Corning’s other poetry collections
include These People (1926) and Deerfoot
Print (1935). After dropping out of school
in Ohio to take work as a farmhand, he
came to Oregon at twenty-two and completed his self-education in the Multnomah
County Library, eventually becoming President of the Oregon Poetry Association and poetry editor of the Oregonian, following Ethel Romig Fuller, from 1965 to 1976.
 Haberly, Loyd. Poems. Seven Acres Press. 1930. This copy is number
1 of 120. Haberly, represented here by a most remarkable volume and
its 1931 reprint from Oxford University Press, was one of Oregon’s
great originals, a worthy follower of William Morris in the arts of book
production. Between 1925 and 1933 he produced fifteen exquisite productions, set, printed and bound by hand, at the Seven Acres Press in
Buckinghamshire, England, in a printing-house designed and built by
himself. The quality of the typography, paper, and heavy binding of
this volume show the high standard set at the press. He brought the
same qualities of craftsmanship to the next four years (1934-1936) as
director of the Gregynog Press in Wales, Britain’s premier home of fine
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printing in the twentieth
century. Here he produced
six volumes of impeccable
quality, before falling out
with the owners. Further
printing ventures took
place in Dorset, and back in
America at the Widener
Library in Harvard and
Washington University in
St. Louis, before he came to
rest in the Fifties at
Fairleigh Dickinson University in New Jersey. His
life, devoted to the making
of beautiful books, will be
remembered more for the
quality of his productions
than for his poetry, but
some of his lyrics have considerable grace.
 Fuller, Ethel Romig. Kitchen Sonnets (and Lyrics of Domesticity). Portland, OR: Metropolitan
Press, 1931. Inscription: “From my kitchen to
yours. Cordially, Ethel Romig Fuller” and “A
pleasant voyage a good visit and a safe return
to Vera with love from Bill December 1946.”
The note on the author in this volume comments: “She has been seriously writing verse
for only about eight years. Cumulatively during that period she has become one of the most
widely quoted of contemporary American
poets. . . . She has preeminently the gift of glorifying the common things of life.” See also
White Peaks and Green (1928).
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 Haberly, Loyd. Poems. London: Oxford
University Press, printed by Humphrey
Milford, 1931. Inscriptions: “Anna King
Summer 1931. Stockbridge Mass.” and
“From Loyd. love lasts.” See the previous
comments on the 1930 Poems.
 Balch, Frederic Homer. Memaloose. Introduction and notes by Alfred Powers. Portland, OR: Privately Printed by Myron
Ricketts & Thomas Binford,
1934. The book
was printed as
a project at the
University of Oregon School of Journalism,
this copy being number 51 of 105 copies
printed. Converted at a revival meeting in
1882, Balch became a missionary long the
Columbia River, where he also worked on
the railroad. He is best known for his novels Wallulah, Genevieve: A Tale of Oregon, and
The Bridge of the
Gods. His aim
was to “make
Oregon as famous as Scott made Scotland; to make the
Cascades as widely known as the Highlands.”
 Gatlin, George. Some Must Wander. Portland, OR: Metropolitan Press, Publishers,
1934. “This copy is specially numbered and
autographed, and is number 143.” This
copy includes a 3"x 5" index card pasted to
the inside of the rear board. The typed card
24

reads “TO MEMBERS OF OREGON COOPERATIVE COUNCIL:
Gentlemen: The attached document is a brief summarized report made
to Oregon State College in connection with my resignation. You may
find it of some interest. Yours very truly, Geo. O. Gatlin, Extension
Economist (Marketing)” A handwritten note on the index card reads:
“Arthur –This may interest you. Will try to visit with you before leaving the state Gatlin” A brochure featuring an advertisement and reviews for this volume is laid in.
 Corning, Howard McKinley. Deerfoot Print: An Oregon Portrait. Portland, OR: Metropolitan Press, 1935. Edition of 110 signed and numbered copies, of which this is number nine. Inscription: “For Lilith –
with my affection. Howard. January One 1936” See the comments on
Mountain in the Sky (1930).

 Fee, Chester Anders. Rimes O’ Round-Up. Portland, OR: Metropolitan Press, 1935. Inscription: “Chester Anders Fee.” Fee was a rancher
in Umatilla, trained as a star athlete and classical scholar at the University of Oregon. He brought this range of talents to his poetry, and
to his major work, Chief Joseph: The Biography of a Great Indian (1935).
25

 Pratt, Laurence. A Saga of a Paper Mill.
Caldwell, ID: The Caxton Printers, Ltd.,
1935. Inscription: “Inscribed with all regards and devotion to Cleo and Homer
Sibley. Laurence Pratt”. Born in Kansas in
1889, he worked at many jobs, listed by
Powers as “paper boy, elevator boy, trucker,
laundryman, groceryman, gas meter
reader, printer, department store and office
clerk, music teacher, orchestra man, high
school teacher and college professor.” His
degrees were from Reed College and the
University of Washington, and he taught
at Pacific University and Lincoln High
School. His work as clerk at Crown Willamette Paper Company in Camas formed the basis for his first volume of poetry, A Saga of a Paper
Mill. His thirty-three books published between 1935 and 1983 are mostly
collections of poetry.

 Barnard, Mary and John Berryman
and Randall Jarrell and W. R. Moses and
George Marion O’Donnell. Five Young
American Poets. Norfolk, CT: New Directions, 1940. Inscription: “For Brian Booth
October 20th 1995 Mary Barnard”. Mary
Barnard, introduced in this New Directions choice, and represented in this exhibition also by her first solo collection,
A Few Poems (1952), was (with Lawrence Pratt) a member of the first
generation of fine poets emerging from Reed College under the tute-

lage of Lloyd
Reynolds. A correspondent with
Ezra Pound, who
introduced her to
Marianne Moore
and to William
Carlos Williams,
she became one of
Oregon’s most
stylistically assured poets. She
is perhaps best
known for her unrivaled translations of Sappho,
and for her inventive study The
Mythmakers. After
early success, she
published no poetry collection for
twenty-five years,
before the Portland poetry press
Breitenbush
Books returned
her work to public view with the Collected Poems (Elliston Prize, 1979).
William Stafford said of this book, “Strange, that this book hasn’t happened before. Now it has happened, readers can have the whole span
of this distinctive work, with its scholarship, its enrichment from current literary life, and its never relinquished perspective of being alone—
somewhat—on the far, far coast.” This volume was followed by a cosmological sequence of great originality, Time and the White Tigress (Western States Book Award, 1986), and the autobiographical narrative in
prose and verse, Nantucket Genesis (1988).
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 Wood, Charles Erskine Scott. Sonnets
to Sappho. San Francisco: Printed by
Edwin and Robert Grabhorn,1939. One
of 150 copies. See the earlier comments
on Poems from the Ranges (1929).

 McCord, David. And What’s More. New York:
Coward-McCann, Inc., 1941. Inscription: “To
Geraldine Gordon of the best bookshop in
America: in gratitude from her friend David
McCord March 23, 1941”. Born in New York
in the last years of the nineteenth century,
McCord spent most of his childhood in the
country outside Portland, Oregon. McCord
developed his fine sense of style and rhythm
from reading the Bible aloud to his grandmother. He was known equally as a witty poet
and as a successful director of the Harvard
College fund, for which he raised millions of
dollars. Of more than five hundred published
poems, the majority were written for children. McCord died in 1997
at the age of ninety nine.
 Goodman, Paul and Jeanne McGahey
and Clark Mills and David Schubert and
Karl Shapiro. 5 Young American Poets. Second Series. Norfolk, CT: New Directions,
1941. New Directions had chosen Mary
Barnard as one of the five new poets of 1940,
in volume with John Berryman and Randall
Jarrell. Now in 1941 another northwest poet,
Jeanne McGahey, was highlighted in the second volume, this time in the company of Paul
Goodman and Karl Shapiro. Born in 1906 in
Coos Bay, the daughter of pioneers, she was
educated and taught school in Oregon, before moving to California. She has said, “Although poetry is not for everybody, it is for many people who do not
know it is for them.” In addition to this collection, McGahey published two books for children in 1957, Gloomy Erasmus (about a bear
with a large shadow) and Scareboy (about an ineffectual scarecrow).
Her poetry collection Oregon Winter appeared in 1973.
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 Davis, H. L. Proud Riders and Other Poems. New York and London: Harper & Brothers Publishers, 1942. H. L. Davis offers a rare
example of a prize-winning writer in poetry and novel, winning
the Levinson Prize for Poetry in 1919, and the Pulitzer Prize in 1935
for his novel Honey in the Horn. His work is enriched by the experience of early years in Eastern Oregon, as a shepherd, cowboy,
printer’s assistant, and sheriff’s deputy, as well as by his service in
the First World War.

 Powers, Alfred, ed. Poems of the Covered Wagons. Portland, OR: Pacific Publishing House, 1947. Signed by editor on the half title page.
An anthology by the literary historian best known for the pioneering
History of Oregon Literature (1935), still a valuable resource.
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 Bright, Verne. Mountain Man. Caldwell,
ID: The Caxton Printers, Ltd., 1948. Number 368 of 500 signed and numbered copies.
Born in Missouri, he served as an infantryman in Siberia
in the First
World War. A
prolific poet, he
was
widely
published in
journals and
anthologies.
 Barnard,
Mary. A Few Poems. Portland, OR: Graphic Arts Workshop
at Reed College, 1952. Number 194 of 300
inscribed copies. Also signed by author on
fly leaf. See also the entry for 1940.

 Hall, Carol and John
Haislip and Kenneth O.
Hanson and Robert Huff and
Richard Hugo and Carolyn
Kizer and William Stafford
and David Wagoner. Poems.
Portland, OR: Portland Art
Museum,1959. Single-sheet,
twice-folded chapbooks
housed in a slipcase (lacking
Hall and Huff items). Autograph letter by Hanson laid
in, listing the eight poets in
the series. Haislip inscription:
“12/8/87 For Brian Sincerely
John”; Kizer inscription:
“Carolyn Kizer”; Stafford inscription: “William Stafford”.

 Pendleton, Conrad. Slow Fire of Time. Denver, CO: Alan Swallow, Publisher, 1956. Inscription: “To Jim Hall – with best regards,
Conrad Pendleton (Walter E. Kidd) January
18, 1957”. Conrad Pendleton was the nom de
plume of Walter E. Kidd, professor of creative
writing at universities in Nebraska, California and Texas. As editor, he was on the board
of Twentieth Century Literature, and (with
Warren G. French) edited volumes on the
American and British winners of the Nobel
Prize for Literature (1968 and 1973). As
Conrad Pendleton, his books of poetry include Slow Fire of Time (1956, reprinted New
York, 1975), Time Turns West (1961), West:
Manhattan to Oregon (1966), and Oregon Odyssey of Wheels (1973).
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 Snyder, Gary. Riprap. Ashland, MA: Origin Press, 1959. From the library of John K.
Martin. Inscription: “Gary Snyder for Gary
Lepper” Reinscribed: “And for Brian Booth
18. V. 91 Gary Snyder”. Gary M. Lepper, a
noted collector, published A Bibliographical
Guide to Seventy-five Modern American Authors (Berkeley, CA: Serendipity Books,
1976). Authors included the Berrigan brothers, Bukowski, Burroughs, Everson,
Ferlinghetti, Lamantia, Malamud,
McMurtry, Updike, and Whalen. John K.
Martin was the book’s next owner. His collection from 1952 to 1966 is housed in Special Collections at the University of California Santa Barbara. The provenance of this important volume from the beginning of Gary Snyder’s
career illustrates its continuous care in the hands of three devoted bibliophiles. Gary Snyder was educated at Reed College alongside Lew
Welch and Philip Whalen, where all three came under the influence of
Lloyd Reynolds, the noted calligrapher.
 Stafford, William. West of Your City. Los
Gatos, CA: the Talisman Press, 1960. Cloth
edition. Signed by the poet on the fly leaf.
William Stafford, who was imprisoned as
a conscientious objector in CPS camps in
Arkansas and California, came to Lewis &
Clark College shortly after the Second War,
and taught at the college, with brief interruptions, for thirty years. He received the
National Book Award in 1963 for his second collection, Traveling through the Dark,
and in 19701-1971 was Poetry Consultant
(the position now known as Poet Laureate)
at the Library of Congress. He traveled
widely to give readings and workshops, both in America and on for32

eign tours to the Near and Middle East, Europe, South Asia, and Japan. His more than sixty volumes include poetry, essays on writing
and teaching, and a memoir of his CPS experience, Down in My Heart
(1947). His poetry was collected in Stories That Could Be True (1977) and
The Way It Is (1998). West of Your City was his first collection, published
when he was forty-six.
 Welch, Lew. Wobbly Rock. San Francisco:
Auerhahn Press, 1960. Signed by author inside front cover and by artist Robert LaVigne
opposite his illustration. Unnumbered edition of 500 copies. The illustrator Robert
LaVigne has had a storied career in three
areas: painting, book illustration, and theater design. His twenty theater costume and
setting designs range from Shakespeare and
Ben Jonson though Chekhov and Brecht to
Picasso, Genet, Tennessee Williams, Beckett,
and Albee, two of his settings receiving Obie
awards. His fifteen books between 1958 and
2000 include work done for the Auerhahn and Grabhorn presses. The
Auerhahn Press, founded by David L. Haselwood, flourished in San
Francisco from 1959 to 1965, printing the work of the new young poets,
including John Wieners, Philip Lamantia, and Michael McClure in addition to Welch and Whalen.
Lew Welch shared a room at Reed College with Gary Snyder from 1949,
where they were joined by the older Philip Whalen in 1950. That year
Welch graduated, with a senior thesis on Gertrude Stein. While his
two friends became pillars of the Beat Movement in San Francisco,
Welch was more reticent, publishing Wobbly Rock at the age of thirtysix. This was followed by Hermit Poems (Four Seasons, 1965) and On
Out (Oyez/Berkeley 1965). In 1971, during a bout of depression, he
disappeared in the Sierra Nevada. His Collected Poems 1950-1971 was
edited by Donald Allen in 1973.
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 Whalen, Philip. Memoirs of an Interglacial Age. San Francisco: The
Auerhahn Press. 1960. Inscription: ‘This book was published 22 iii 60
Philip Whalen, hys boke, embodying his corrections.” “Poem by Gregory Corso & Jack Kerouac sent in letter to PW, maybe September 1959.”
“Now for the collection of Brian Booth, with all best wishes Philip
Whalen San Francisco 4 viii 89”. Handwritten errata slip by Philip
Whalen. Item exhibited in the Heritage Room. Design by Robert
LaVigne (see note to previous item).
Whalen was the oldest
of the three Beat pupils of Lloyd Reynolds
at Reed College, and
like them moved to
San Francisco after
graduating.
With
Ginsberg, Kerouac,
Snyder and others, he
was a reader at Six
Gallery on October 7,
1955, the start of the

Beat movement.
Like Snyder, Whalen
studied Zen Buddhism
in Japan, and on returning to San Francisco was ordained a
monk, eventually becoming abbot of monasteries in Santa Fe and
San Francisco. He is the
author of some fortyfive books and broadsides between 1951 and 2001. His archives are
housed in the Bancroft Library at Berkeley.
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 Kizer, Carolyn. The Ungrateful Garden. Bloomington:
Indiana University Press,
1961. No. 20 of Indiana Poetry
Series. Inscription: “for
Rachel, who knows, cares,
and does something about
knowing, and caring. With
my love, Carolyn. April 22,
1961.” Reinscribed “And
now, for Brian, part of the
great tradition! Carolyn. 22
April 1989”. Carolyn Kizer is
best known as a native of
Spokane, and as a member of
Theodore Roethke’s poetry
workshop at the University
of Washington in Seattle. She
founded the important journal Poetry Northwest, a home
for many Oregon poets, in
1959, and was its editor till
1965. Between 1966 and 1970 she was the first director of the Literature program at the National Endowment for the Arts. Her eight books
of poetry are: The Ungrateful Garden (1961), Knock Upon Silence (1965),
Midnight Was My Cry: New and Selected Poems (1971), Mermaids in the
Basement: Poems for Women (1984), Yin (1984, winner of the Pulitzer
Prize), The Nearness of You: Poems for Men (1986), Harping On: Poems
1985-1995 (1996), and Cool, Calm and Collected, her collected poems
from Copper Canyon Press (2000). In the 1960s she traveled and taught
in Pakistan, and worked as an archeologist in Afghanistan and Iran.
Her translations from Chinese, Urdu, Macedonian, Hebrew, and
French-African were gathered in Carrying Over (1986). She is also the
author of two volumes of prose on poetry and prose (1994 and 1995),
and two anthologies, of the poetry of John Clare (1992), and of poems
by women (1995).
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 Reynolds, Lloyd J., ed. Poems from
the Pacific Northwest Poetry Conference. Portland, OR: Reed College,
1966. Exhibited in the Heritage
Room. This collection, in the beautiful calligraphy taught and practiced by Reynolds, brings together
many of the poets of the Pacific
Northwest.

 Hanson, Kenneth O. The Distance Anywhere. Seattle and London: University of Washington
Press, 1967. Lamont Poetry Selection for 1966. Gold seal of the Pacific
Northwest Booksellers Award attached to jacket. Signed by the author
on the title page. Kenneth O. Hanson, poet and noted translator of
Chinese poetry, was a professor of English at Reed College for many
years. In later years he divided his time between Portland and a home
in Greece, where his poetry’s clean lines find an echo: “There should
be fresh fish / in the harbor, fresh bread / in the local stores.”
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 Carver, Raymond. Near Klamath. Sacramento, CA: English
Club of Sacramento State College,
1968. In slipcase with letter laid in
stating the “total edition: 100 to
200 copies” Inscribed “ For Doug
Blazek, with my regards. Ray.”
Signed again by the author on the
title page. Doug Blazek, has been
a poet and editor of adventurous
magazines, including Ground Zero
and Ole. Among other publications containing his poems, collages, and illustrations are Battlefield Songs (1969) and This Is What
You Wanted, Isn’t It? (1970).
Raymond Carver, one of the most
influential prose writers of his generation, was also the author of the
two poetry collections exhibited here. His short stories are renowned
for their gritty subject matter and reticent delivery, and his poems share
the same qualities, delivered in a
dry colloquial manner characteristic of Northwest poetry in one of its
moods. In addition to the two poetry books exhibited here and in the
next item, Carver published Where
Water Comes Together with Other Water (1985) and Ultramarine (1986).
 Carver, Raymond. Winter Insomnia. Santa Cruz, CA: Kayak Books
Inc., 1970. An edition of 1,000 copies. Inscribed “For Brian Booth with
good wishes Ray Carver 23 Feb. ’86”
Signed again by the author above
the title.
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 Snyder, Gary. Turtle
Island. New York: New
Directions, 1974. Inscribed “For Brian Booth
in Portland 18 v. 91 Gary
Snyder”. Gary Snyder
has always lived close to
the earth, as a logger and
firewatcher in the Pacific
Northwest, as a Zen
Buddhist disciple in a
monastery in Japan, and
as a teacher and essayist
on ecological subjects in
the California Sierras.
Turtle Island was
awarded the Pulitzer
Prize for poetry in 1975.
His many other poetry
and essay collections include The Back Country
(1967), Regarding Wave
(1969), Myths and Texts
(1978), The Real Work (1980), Axe Handles (1983), Good Wild Sacred (1984),
Left Out in the Rain (1986), No Nature (1992), and the sequence Mountains and Rivers Without End (1996).
 Snyder, Gary and Philip Whalen and Lew Welch. “Nanao Knows;”
“Three Mornings;” “Step out onto the planet. . .” [San Francisco]: [Four
Seasons], [1964]. A series of three broadsides, offset printed in editions
of 300 copies for the “Free Way Reading” at the Longshoreman’s Hall,
San Francisco, 1964 and signed by all three poets. From the Lewis &
Clark College Special Collections.

Wall Displays
Exhibit facsimiles from displayed books: “Dirge” by Cincinnatus H.
(Joaquin) Miller; “The Man With the Hoe” (first page only) by Edwin
Markham; “The Teeth” by Anthony Euwer; “The Flower of Illusion”
by Hazel Hall; “Builders” by Mary Carolyn Davies; “Fable of the Ant
and the Word” by Mary Barnard; “Hay for the Horses” by Gary Snyder;
“Prose Take-out, Portland 13:IX:58” by Philip Whalen; “Wobbly Rock”
(first page) by Lew Welch; “Survival” by William Stafford; “Pioneers”
by Vern Rutsala; “The Wall” by Raymond Carver.
Sources
Alfred Powers, History of Oregon Literature. Portland, Oregon: Metropolitan Press, 1935. Still the best history of the subject to 1935.
George N. Belknap, Oregon Imprints 1845-1870. Eugene: University of Oregon Books, 1968. The standard bibliography of early Oregon printing.
Ingrid Wendt & Primus St. John, From Here We Speak: An Anthology of
Oregon Poetry. Corvallis: Oregon State University Press, 1993. Photos
and short biographies in the exhibit cases are reproduced from this
well-researched and comprehensive volume.
Connie Lenzen, St Mary’s Cemetery: Portland’s Pioneer Catholic Cemetery.
Vancouver, WA: Clark County Genealogical Society, 1987.

Credits
Special thanks to Brian Booth for selecting and lending the items on
exhibit from his extensive collection of Oregon literature.
Exhibit and catalog: Doug Erickson, Paul Merchant, and Jeremy Skinner.
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